Konik Primestaff has partnered with an original equipment manufacturer for a Manual Machinist position north of the Twin Cities. This is a contract to hire opportunity - all levels of experience will be considered. Please contact Terry and send resume to tlindig@konikprimestaff.com or call 651-472-1884.

Manual Machinist

- Performs machining operation with ordinary tolerances or requirements
- Fits and assembles where necessary using machinists’ hand tools and measuring instruments
- Sets up and machines to blueprint or written specifications
- Various other shop duties as asked/required
- Maintain machine shop equipment and does general housekeeping

Job Requirements:
- Minimum of two years of job-related experience in machine shop environment and/or technical college
- Knowledge of shop mathematics and a high degree of accuracy
- Proficient in blueprint reading and inspection of own work
- Knowledge in machining principles (i.e., speeds, feeds, tooling, etc.)
- Strong problem solving/troubleshooting ability
- Ability to lift 75 lbs. as well as operate forklifts
- Communicate and work efficiently in a team environment
- Possess organizational skills and be able to work with continually changing priorities while meeting production schedules and due dates
- Own tools
- Must be able to work with minimal supervision

ALL LEVELS OF EXPERIENCE WILL BE CONSIDERED!

Konik PrimeStaff is an equal opportunity employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, religion, color, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, age, status as a protected veteran, status as a qualified individual with a disability, or any other protected class status.

Konik PrimeStaff has been a leader in the technical staffing industry for more than 45 years, providing the fastest and easiest link between employees and employers. Konik PrimeStaff has specialized in placing professional, qualified personnel in the greater Minnesota and the Twin Cities.

Visit our website to apply online! Konikprimestaff.com